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Fifth Harmony - We Know
Tom: Eb

   Cm
Same words, same thrist
                  G
Just a different name
Cm
Same jokes, same laughs
                        G
Guess that's just your game
Cm
You got at her
                           G
The same way you got at me
Cm                               G
You show me everything I need to see

                        Ab       Bb
Well even though you're so damn fine
           Gm               Cm
I know I'm better off without ya
              Ab      Bb
Even if you cross my mind
         Gm                 Cm
I will always have to doubt ya

                                 Gm    Fm
I won't believe a thing you say this time
                      Bb
All them other girls told me

How you play your game
             Eb Cm Fm G
Yeah we know all about you
                                   Gm   Fm
I know it probably worked for you last time
                      Bb
But them other girls told me

How you play your game
             Eb Cm Fm G
Yeah we know all about you

Cm                        Ab
Ooh we know, we know, we know
                      Bb
We know, we know, we know
      G
Yeah all about you
Cm                     Ab
Ooh we know we know we know
                    Bb
We know we know we know
      G
Yeah all about you

Cm                                G
First off you should really be ashamed
Cm                                     G
You won't entice me with that big 'ol chain
Cm                                   G
Can't have my number put that phone away
Cm                                  G
Maybe you should just stay in your lane

                        Ab       Bb
Well even though you're so damn fine
           Gm               Cm
I know I'm better off without ya
              Ab      Bb
Even if you cross my mind
         Gm             Cm
I will always have to doubt ya

                                 Gm   Fm
I won't believe a thing you say this time
                      Bb
All them other girls told me

How you play your game
             Eb Cm Fm G
Yeah we know all about you
                                    Gm   Fm
I know it probably worked for you last time

But them other girls told me

How you play your game
              Eb Cm Fm G
Yeah we know all about you

Cm                       Ab
Ooh we know, we know, we know
                      Bb
We know, we know, we know
      G
Yeah all about you
Cm                      Ab
Ooh we know we know we know
                    Bb
We know we know we know
      G
Yeah all about you

                                 Gm   Fm
I won't believe a thing you say this time
                      Bb
All them other girls told me

How you play your game
             Eb Cm Fm G
Yeah we know all about you
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